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About This Game
Are you ready to save the worlds?
Have you ever remembered something that never happened? False memories seem to be everywhere. You remember one thing,
but the reports say something different. Assassinations, war, presidential elections – they all happened but not the way you
remember them. The collective recall has changed, and we need to know why.
World Apart is an episodic VR adventure game for PC that draws the player into a worldwide conspiracy, spanning eons of
human history. Every World Apart episode will deliver a new world to explore, each with it’s own unique story and interact-able
environment. Delve deep into the conspiracy, uncover the secrets as you aid scientists, and save your world.

World Apart Key Features
•Episodic VR Delivery with at least 30 minutes of game play per episode, over a total of 6 episodes.
•Explore new worlds in each episode, each with it’s own unique environment.
•Fully interactable environments to give a true sense of immersion.
•All new content designed and created exclusively for VR play.
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Title: World Apart
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Eutopia Studios
Publisher:
Eutopia Studios
Release Date: 19 Jan, 2018

7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 10
Processor: I5 7400
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: GTX 1060
Storage: 2 GB available space
Additional Notes: VR Headset Required

English
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A short, free tech demo,
Really nice high-tech environment, I loved the look and feel of it of it.. I got this game almost a month ago. Now I first played it
in the state where you couldn't get past the tutorial, but I found the game intriguing and I just explored for a good amount of
time. (Also learned the controls on my own) Even though you can't do much in it's current state I spent time to just tear the map
apart looking for what ever I could. (Did find one thing that involved sound. Found it just by grabing random things) After
finding one cool thing you can probably spend hours looking for other things. I'm sure this game will turn out well and I cant
wait to see where it goes aswell.. This is a difficult game for me to review. I'm still confused on what exactly you're supposed to
do. I think there is a specific set of actions one needs to advance "the story." But whatever it is, I missed it completely after
searching around for 50 minutes and not being able to get the teleport \/warp \/ wormhole to work. I don't even know if it's
supposed to work, but it seems like it from the store page video.
However, the game is just clunky. That's a flaw in it's Early Access state. I hope it becomes clearer in a future update on what
you're supposed to be doing. The tutorial bot has issues. I had to restart the game just to get it to function properly. Then it went
away (never to return again?). Is this game a puzzle game or an episodic game? I didn't get any story. Is there a story
somewhere?
I liked the VR environment. It has nice graphics. I liked that you have locomotions options, including a full smooth turning
option and you can even set how fast you walk. I like that you have sound and visual options. When the tutorial bot does work, I
like how the button on your touch controllers are highlighted.
I don't like how trigger is used to grab stuff. The grab button goes unused. When you grab stuff it feels clunky. There are these
tanks that seem like the fit in the warp drive or teleporter or whatever that thing is, I tried multiple times to fit these tanks into
the open container slot, but the tank just crashed against the edges multiple times. It took many attempts before I could fit it in,
and then after all that effort, nothing. insert TWSS joke here I saw the computer needed passwords in the control room, but
inputting numbers was cumbersome. I have no idea if the numeric codes are somewhere in the game. It was too clunky for me
to even want to try to find them.
There is a gun range. You can shoot targets or drones. The whole thing feels clunky. From aiming, to shooting, to reloading your
weapons, to the target themselves. Nothing seemed polish.
I only paid .99 cents. This may be worth way more than .99 cents if the devs fix all these issues and assuming there is a story
here. If you're the gambling type, I think this game is worthy of purchase. It seems like the devs are responsive to queries and
like they are working hard on this game. So I will give a very tepid recommendation.
Rating 5\/10 could be a great game + deal someday
. Why release a game in this state AND CHARGE FOR IT!?!
I generally want to be supportive to developers but accepting any money (even a dollar!) at the moment this game is only going
garner poor reviews for even for Early Access games.. Why release a game in this state AND CHARGE FOR IT!?!
I generally want to be supportive to developers but accepting any money (even a dollar!) at the moment this game is only going
garner poor reviews for even for Early Access games.. A short, free tech demo,
Really nice high-tech environment, I loved the look and feel of it of it.. I got this game almost a month ago. Now I first played it
in the state where you couldn't get past the tutorial, but I found the game intriguing and I just explored for a good amount of
time. (Also learned the controls on my own) Even though you can't do much in it's current state I spent time to just tear the map
apart looking for what ever I could. (Did find one thing that involved sound. Found it just by grabing random things) After
finding one cool thing you can probably spend hours looking for other things. I'm sure this game will turn out well and I cant
wait to see where it goes aswell.. This is going to be a great game. I can feel it. The setting is so awesome and futuristic. Shiny
materials and vibrant color. I love the option for free locomotion vs. teleport. It's so great to have an adventure game that is
more about exploring well made environments and enjoying the visuals without being constantly occupied by a barrage of fire.
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Well done dev's. ... can't wait to see what happens next!. I like this game, but it need so much error fixing.
if you like to help the people making this game, you can buy it.
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This is going to be a great game. I can feel it. The setting is so awesome and futuristic. Shiny materials and vibrant color. I love
the option for free locomotion vs. teleport. It's so great to have an adventure game that is more about exploring well made
environments and enjoying the visuals without being constantly occupied by a barrage of fire. Well done dev's. ... can't wait to
see what happens next!. I like this game, but it need so much error fixing.
if you like to help the people making this game, you can buy it.
. Any reason that nothing works?. Any reason that nothing works?. This is a difficult game for me to review. I'm still confused
on what exactly you're supposed to do. I think there is a specific set of actions one needs to advance "the story." But whatever it
is, I missed it completely after searching around for 50 minutes and not being able to get the teleport \/warp \/ wormhole to
work. I don't even know if it's supposed to work, but it seems like it from the store page video.
However, the game is just clunky. That's a flaw in it's Early Access state. I hope it becomes clearer in a future update on what
you're supposed to be doing. The tutorial bot has issues. I had to restart the game just to get it to function properly. Then it went
away (never to return again?). Is this game a puzzle game or an episodic game? I didn't get any story. Is there a story
somewhere?
I liked the VR environment. It has nice graphics. I liked that you have locomotions options, including a full smooth turning
option and you can even set how fast you walk. I like that you have sound and visual options. When the tutorial bot does work, I
like how the button on your touch controllers are highlighted.
I don't like how trigger is used to grab stuff. The grab button goes unused. When you grab stuff it feels clunky. There are these
tanks that seem like the fit in the warp drive or teleporter or whatever that thing is, I tried multiple times to fit these tanks into
the open container slot, but the tank just crashed against the edges multiple times. It took many attempts before I could fit it in,
and then after all that effort, nothing. insert TWSS joke here I saw the computer needed passwords in the control room, but
inputting numbers was cumbersome. I have no idea if the numeric codes are somewhere in the game. It was too clunky for me
to even want to try to find them.
There is a gun range. You can shoot targets or drones. The whole thing feels clunky. From aiming, to shooting, to reloading your
weapons, to the target themselves. Nothing seemed polish.
I only paid .99 cents. This may be worth way more than .99 cents if the devs fix all these issues and assuming there is a story
here. If you're the gambling type, I think this game is worthy of purchase. It seems like the devs are responsive to queries and
like they are working hard on this game. So I will give a very tepid recommendation.
Rating 5\/10 could be a great game + deal someday
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